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Mission: Find four articles particular theme related to education but from different 
countries (e.g. females in education, refugee crisis and education, digital divide, rural 
education, elementary education, language education, etc.). It's your choice for the theme, 
so make it something that interests you. Map the locations of the stories. 
 
Link to the Google Map: 
https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/edit?mid=1i0rfFpCORH1MRtRMireg5PeznJ0&ll=5
1.63207248322179%2C-0.10983839609366441&z=11 
 
 
Pin #1 
Article Title: Five Reasons to Teach Robotics in Schools 
Summary: Fun, programming skills, future employment opportunities, reaches all 
children and removes the negative audience perception of a “robot”  are the five reasons 
for the addition of robot technology to be infused in classrooms. Queensland school 
district will be introducing robots and its curriculum starting at “prep” and continuing 
through year 10. # robotsSTEMclassroom 
Weblink: https://theconversation.com/five-reasons-to-teach-robotics-in-schools-49357 
Location:  Queensland, Australia 
 
Pin #2 
Article Title: How Robotics is Transforming STEM in Elementary Schools 
Summary: Unique to the standard elementary school class, this classroom resembles a 
production studio, where the focus is on students in groups discussing math, angles, code 
and creating paper cutouts for their robot which will compete in the Wonder League 
Robotics Competition. Students at this age are still using their visual and motor skills to 
learn and this where a very different path is taken by infusing STEM activities and 
Robots to enhance and justify the implementation of computer science (Robots and 
Coding) in the learning day. #robotsSTEMclassroom 
Weblnk: http://www.gettingsmart.com/2016/01/how-robotics-is-transforming-stem-
education-in-elementary-schools/ 
Location:  Macungie, PA 
 
Pin #3 
Article Title: How Robots Are Impacting Education in Europe 
Summary: Denmark schools are slow to introduce robots into the elementary through 
high school levels because there is not a place for it in the curriculum, it is considered a 
supplemental or enrichment activity. Denmark schools are enacting  “mission-driven” 
projects that serve the students in multiple disciplines, engaging them with specific real 
world tasks and solving them. This allows for the slow acknowledgment of robots and 
coding into the class syllabus and not being viewed as “going off-track”. 
#robotsSTEMclassroom 
Weblink:http://www.roboticstrends.com/article/how_robots_are_impacting_education_i
n_europe 
Location: Odense, Denmark 
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Pin #4 
Article Title: Robots and Drones Take Over Classrooms 
Summary: In the UK, 14-19 year olds can attend a “University Technical College” 
where the curriculum is project-based and students works directly with experts in the 
specialized industrial field. There is no homework just the urgency to complete the 
project and the possibility of leading to an apprenticeship with the company. The robotics 
university students were involved in three unique projects: students teaching Pepper the 
robot to make moves, designed a VR environment, and taught Nao to ski. 
#robotsSTEMclassroom 
Weblink: http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-38758980 
Location: London, UK 
 
 
 
	


